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Abstract: In recent years, biomedical materials have been used in the response to the emergence of medical infections that pose a serious threat to the health and life of patients. The construction of superhydrophobic coatings and antimicrobial coatings is among the most effective strategies to address this type of medical derived infection. Firstly, this paper reviews the preparation methods of superhydrophobic surface coatings and their applications; summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of superhydrophobic surface preparation schemes based on the template method, spraying methods, etching methods, and their respective improvement measures; and focuses on the applications of superhydrophobic surfaces in self-cleaning and antibacterial coatings. Then, the action mechanisms of contact antibacterial coatings, anti-adhesion bacteriostatic coatings, anti-adhesion bactericidal coatings, and intelligent antibacterial coatings are introduced, and their respective characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages are summarized. The application potential of antimicrobial coatings in the field of biomedical materials is highlighted. Finally, the applications of superhydrophobic and antimicrobial coatings in medical devices are discussed in detail, the reasons for their current difficulties in commercial application are analyzed, and the future directions of superhydrophobic coatings and antimicrobial coatings are considered.
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1. Introduction

As a kind of advanced multifunctional material, biomedical materials can be used to diagnose, cure, repair, or replace human tissues and organs or enhance their functions. Biomedical materials play a very important role in the lives and health of patients. In recent years, with the frequent use of biomedical materials, the problem of medical infections caused by pathogenic bacteria (e.g., Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Candida albicans, etc.) adhering to the surface of medical devices or implantable biomaterials has become one of the greatest threats to patient health worldwide [1,2]. Bacterial infections are among the leading global causes of death among sick individuals [3–6]. Contamination of medical devices by harmful microorganisms during surgery or in the postoperative phase when the wound is not fully healed often leads to associated infections. In addition, bacteria can reach the surface of biomaterials through the spread of infection from other parts of the body, resulting in blood-borne implant infections [7]. Many medical biomaterials are at risk of bacterial infection. For example, dental implants have an infection rate of about 1% [8], the risk of urethral tube infection increases by 3%–7% per day [9], infection rates for vascular prostheses range from 0.5 to 5% [10], and the infection rate of
plates and screws in trauma patients is even higher [11]. This type of infection is called “Biomaterial Centered Infection” (BCI) [12].

To reduce morbidity and mortality due to bacterial infections, the preparation of antimicrobial and self-cleaning materials plays a vital role in health care. It also encourages scientific researchers to develop materials with antimicrobial activity to meet the practical needs of medical devices and public health products. Coatings can impart the desired surface functionality without affecting the overall performance of the material. The development of coatings with antimicrobial and self-cleaning properties has become a very active research field and is one of the most effective strategies to impart antimicrobial activity to medical devices and biological implants. Because certain microorganisms can survive on medical devices for more than 90 days [13], medical antimicrobial materials are required to have significant antimicrobial and antibacterial effects on pathogenic microorganisms, along with the ability to maintain antimicrobial properties for a longer period of time. In addition, for medical bio-implants, antimicrobial materials need to have good biocompatibility and self-cleaning ability.

Superhydrophobic coatings have unique non-wetting properties and are self-cleaning [14,15], corrosion-resistant [16], and resistant to bioadhesion [17]. They have extremely broad applications and prospects in the fields of apparel and textiles, biomedicine, daily necessities and packaging, transportation tools, and trace analysis [18,19]. Especially in recent years, superhydrophobic surfaces have been introduced into biological materials such as medical devices and artificial blood vessels to improve their anticoagulation and blood compatibility [20–22]. Antibacterial coating [23,24] refers to a kind of coating material that can inhibit the growth of bacteria on the surface or directly kill bacteria by surface modification. At present, the preparation of superhydrophobic and antibacterial coatings on the surfaces of medical devices and biological implants has become a hot topic in the fields of medicine and materials.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the hydrophobic mechanism of superhydrophobic coatings, the preparation methods, and the advantages and disadvantages of each of these preparation methods. Section 3 summarizes the bacteriostatic or bactericidal effects of antimicrobial coatings with the distinction of bactericidal mechanisms. Section 4 reviews the applications of superhydrophobic and antimicrobial coatings in the field of medical devices. Section 5 discusses the antimicrobial effects, persistence, and commercial applications of the coatings. Section 6 summarizes the conclusions and outlooks of this work.

2. Superhydrophobic Coatings

2.1. Background and Mechanism

Superhydrophobic surfaces have attracted a lot of attention for their excellent self-cleaning properties and great application potential. Lotus leaves are a common self-cleaning material observed in nature [25,26], and the surface of lotus leaves is also a typical natural superhydrophobic surface. Other plant and animal parts in nature, such as water strider legs, pigeon feathers, gecko feet, and butterfly wings [27–30] belong to the category of superhydrophobic surfaces. Figure 1a demonstrates the surface structure of lotus leaves and their surface SEM images. The surface structure of bird feathers and their surface SEM images are shown in Figure 1b. These plants and animals use their natural superhydrophobic surfaces to remove embedded dirt as an evolutionary survival strategy [31]. Superhydrophobic surfaces not only serve as a survival tool for plants and animals, but can also protect human life and health. Currently, the application of superhydrophobic surfaces in the biomedical field is of great interest. Surgical instruments in the clinic are prone to contamination by blood adhesion and bacterial adherence during surgery [32], and contaminated instruments can interfere with the surgeon’s vision and cause bacterial infections in patients, leading to medical malpractice. In contrast, blood-contacting medical devices treated with superhydrophobic coatings [33] can prevent blood adhesion and bacterial adherence, greatly safeguarding the life and health of patients.
Superhydrophobicity is usually achieved by a combination of surface structures, usually formed at the micro/nano scale in combination with compounds with low surface energy. In 1805, Thomas Young first introduced the concepts of contact angle (CA) and wettability and developed Young’s equation [41]. According to the Wenzel model and the Cassie–Baxter model [46]; the schematic diagram of these three models is shown in Figure 1d.

Theoretical basis for the surface wettability of superhydrophobic surfaces was developed from Young’s equation to the Wenzel model [45] and, finally, to the Cassie–Baxter model [46]; the schematic diagram of these three models is shown in Figure 1d.

The currently reported superhydrophobic models are all based on a modification of the Cassie–Baxter model. Bittoun et al. [47] theoretically studied the different types of surface morphologies. By varying the roughness scale, the Cassie–Baxter state was
found to be more thermodynamically stable than the Wenzel state. In addition, they concluded that multiscale roughness increases the mechanical stability of the surface and favors superhydrophobicity. Zheng [48] suggested that by changing the surface topography from flat to structured, and by including a hierarchical organization, the water CA would be modified and superhydrophobicity could be achieved. Figure 1e displays the different structures, from planar to hierarchical. The lotus leaf proves this theory, and its superhydrophobicity is due to the presence of its micro/nanoscale features regardless of the hydrophobic coating on its surface.

2.2. Fabricating Methods

Superhydrophobic surfaces are achieved by preparing micro/nanostructures and then passivating them with low surface energy molecules. In recent years, many different micro/nanostructures inspired by nature have been prepared with superhydrophobic structural properties. For example, the dual–scale hierarchical structure of a lotus leaf [49], the micro/nanobrush dual structure [50], the multidimensional hierarchical structure of a butterfly wing [30], the re–entrant structure [51], and the flower–like structure [52]. The most commonly used preparation methods for superhydrophobic coatings are the template method [53], spraying methods (including powder spraying [54], chemical deposition [55], and chemical deposition [56]), and etching methods (including dry etching [57] and wet etching techniques [58]), and the flow of these preparation methods is shown in Figure 2. Other preparation methods, such as hydrothermal treatment [59], anodic oxidation [20], and microarc oxidation [60], also have their own characteristics and advantages. From the perspective of hydrophobic principles, these methods are mainly divided into two types: one is to change the roughness to obtain superhydrophobicity, while the other is to reduce the surface energy and form superhydrophobic surfaces via chemical modifications.

![Figure 2. Preparation methods and principles of superhydrophobic surfaces: (a) template method [61]; (b) spraying method [62]; (c) etching method [63].](image)

2.2.1. Template Method

The template method is a common method to obtain superhydrophobic surfaces. This method focuses on obtaining superhydrophobicity by replicating the rough structure on the surface of a template with low surface energy. The templates can be divided into “soft templates’’ and “hard templates’’ according to the materials used. The research of the template method is mainly divided into two approaches: In the first, the artificial substrate is formed by etching and other methods, and then a variety of required superhydrophobic
structures are obtained by soft-template curing and hard-template imprinting. In the other, the “hard template” method is improved so that it can be applied to a variety of hard templates, and the template is in the superhydrophobic state with a contact angle higher than 150°. The substrates used are divided into two types: natural substrates and artificial substrates. Natural substrates include lotus leaves, petals, and other superhydrophobic texture structures, whereas artificial substrates include microstructures formed through etching and other methods.

The replication of natural substrates by the template method is the main way to achieve a superhydrophobic surface, from natural to artificial, and is an important means to study their biological superhydrophobic properties. Hong et al. [64] replicated the functional nanometer patterns of cicada wings by the “hard template method”, first by thermal embossing onto PVC polymer to form a mirror-image template, followed by deposition, activation, and photolithographic curing of the resin to replicate the cicada wing structure onto a glass plate. The surface contact angle obtained by this method was about 132°, which was higher than that of the PVC polymer at 86°. Sun et al. [53] used the soft template method to cast polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) onto a lotus leaf and isolated it after curing a “mirror image template”. The PDMS was then used to cast the “mirror image template” again, and trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) was used as an anti-adhesive between the two templates to replicate the lotus leaf structure on PDMS, which had a similar surface contact angle to the lotus leaf at 160°. On the micro/nano scales, the surface morphology of the replica and the natural lotus leaf was nearly identical, as shown in Figure 3a.

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Preparation effects of the template method: (a) SEM images of the natural lotus leaf and its positive replica [53]; (b) SEM images of superoleophobic rough fibrous structures of high–density polyethylene (HDPE) [65]; (c) SEM images of the flexible tube [66].

Laser etching is one of the methods used to form the substrate required for the template method. Toosi et al. [65] obtained the corresponding surface pattern by ablating the stainless steel surface with a femtosecond laser and, later, replicated the bilayer superhydrophobic surface by thermally embossing the pattern of this ablation on the HDPE surface. Figure 3b shows the SEM images of the superhydrophobic structure of HDPE using different structures (triplled roughness structure and cauliflower structure) as templates. Wang et al. [66] utilized a laser-etched aluminum alloy substrate and PDMS replication template method to create a superhydrophobic and blood-adhesive-resistant flexible tube.
SEM images of the prepared flexible tube at different scales are shown in Figure 3c. This flexible tube can be used for medical transfusion devices to prevent contamination of medical devices.

2.2.2. Spraying Methods

The template method is mainly used to replicate the superhydrophobic structure on a low-surface-energy substrate, while spraying methods are used to spray or deposit a layer of particles with low surface energy on the surface of the substrate to give the surface a superhydrophobic effect. The spraying methods can be divided into solid spraying, liquid spraying, chemical deposition, etc. Since the mainstream liquid superhydrophobic coatings are usually volatile and irritating, harmful to the human body, and difficult to clean, the main direction of such coating methods uses the powder spraying, chemical deposition, and electrochemical deposition methods.

With the development and application of nanotechnology [67,68], powder spraying technology with nanoparticles as coatings provides an alternative solution to the environmental pollution problem caused by the solution spraying method. This method generally involves the electrostatic action of charged particles, which causes the powder to adhere to the substrate and form a superhydrophobic coating. Zhu et al. [36] prepared a PSU–CNTs–FEP nanocomposite coating by combining the advantages of superhydrophobic polysulfone and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) through an electrostatic coating method. The coating can be applied on the substrates of different materials, such as metal and glass, and can also be used for anti-corrosion of pipelines. In view of the pollution problem posed by the conventional spraying method, the development of green and non-polluting superhydrophobic coatings has also been one of the research directions in recent years. Shen et al. [69] prepared a superhydrophobic coating by designing and synthesizing a bio-based polymer material through the principles of green chemistry and spraying the design with the aid of CNT particles. The effects of CNT content on the coating, non-wetting, and morphology are shown in Figure 4a. The prepared surface was superhydrophobic (CA = 157°), with low adhesion (SA = 5°) and resistance to corrosion and contamination.

Electrochemical deposition is a technique in which ions undergo a redox reaction in the presence of an applied electric field to form a coating on an electrode. Electrochemical deposition can control the formation of surface roughness by adjusting the electrical parameters to make the prepared surface more uniform. However, electrodeposition cannot be applied to non-conductive materials, such as fibers, rubber, glass, etc. To solve the problem of weak adhesion of the coating to the substrate, Zou et al. [70] combined plasma electrolytic oxidation and electrodeposition techniques to obtain a composite structured superhydrophobic surface with strong adhesion, and the adhesive strength of the coating was evaluated by the scratch method, as shown in Figure 4b. The coating had good heat dissipation and corrosion protection and could resist 40 times of wear. Most of the existing electrodeposition methods need to go through two steps of roughness building and surface energy reduction, greatly increasing the complexity of the preparation process. One-step electrodeposition without low surface energy modification has become a hot research topic; Pan et al. [63] prepared a superhydrophobic surface via electrodeposition of a magnesium substrate in a mixture of cerium nitrate, stearic acid, and ethanol. The electrodeposition method requires only 1 min to produce a superhydrophobic surface. The CA of the prepared superhydrophobic surface was found to be 159.6° and could withstand a strong alkaline environment and 500 mm of sandpaper abrasion.

The chemical deposition method is used to add a coating on the surface of the substrate through the deposition of particles to give the substrate superhydrophobic properties. The chemical deposition method has the advantages of low cost, process reproducibility, and scalability [55]. However, the harmful nature of chemical substances and poor surface wear resistance are the fatal defects of the chemical deposition method. In order to reduce the toxicity of the reagents used, Zhang et al. [71] proposed a deep eutectic solvent containing Cr(III) on the surface of magnesium alloys, followed by surface modification with
stearic acid, to create new chemically transformed chromate films with superhydrophobic and self-healing properties. The advantage of this solution is that the toxicity of Cr(III) is low and the pollution to the environment is relatively small. To improve the surface stability, Yu et al. [72] deposited hierarchical WO$_3$@TiO$_2$ nanosurfaces with superhydrophobicity through a liquid-phase deposition scheme using stainless steel as a substrate. The WO$_3$@TiO$_2$ surfaces had photocatalytic protection properties, so the surfaces could be used to protect metals from electrochemical corrosion. The superhydrophobic surface (CA = 162$^\circ$) obtained by this method had long-term stability against corrosion. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of pristine WO$_3$ and the WO$_3$@TiO$_2$ nanocomposite surface (CA = 162$^\circ$) obtained by this method had long-term stability against corrosion. 

The optimal scanning pitch of the surface was 30 µm, and the surface CA reached 163$^\circ$, and the surface CA reached 163$^\circ$ after three laser scans. The air layer formed on the surface was resistant to hard impacts and corrosion resistance of the resulting superhydrophobic surface, which can form a durable hydrophobic surface and avoid the problem of easy corrosion at the interface between the substrate and the coating.

Laser etching is the process of forming a superhydrophobic surface by changing the surface roughness using laser ablation of the surface. Pan et al. [63] prepared a superhydrophobic micro/nano cross-grooved surface for antibacterial purposes by modifying a stainless steel surface with picosecond laser technology, and the SEM images of the cross-grooved structure with magnifications of 200×, 1000×, and 50,000× are shown in Figure 5a. The optimal scanning pitch of the surface was 30 µm, and the surface CA reached 163$^\circ$ after three laser scans. The air layer formed on the surface was resistant to hard impacts and

Figure 4. Preparation effects of the spraying methods: (a) effects of the content of carbon nanotube materials on coatings, non-wettability, and morphology [69]; (b) scratching methods to evaluate the adhesion strength of the layers [70]; (c) TEM images of pristine WO$_3$ and WO$_3$@TiO$_2$ nanocomposite film [72].

2.2.3. Etching Methods

Spraying methods are used to apply or deposit a superhydrophobic particle coating on the substrate, while etching methods are used to increase the substrate’s surface roughness or reduce the surface energy directly through chemical modification or physical etching, forming a superhydrophobic surface for the purpose of reducing chemical activity and corrosion resistance. The most significant advantage of this method is the better stability and corrosion resistance of the resulting superhydrophobic surface, which can form a durable hydrophobic surface and avoid the problem of easy corrosion at the interface between the substrate and the coating.

Laser etching is the process of forming a superhydrophobic surface by changing the surface roughness using laser ablation of the surface. Pan et al. [63] prepared a superhydrophobic micro/nano cross-grooved surface for antibacterial purposes by modifying a stainless steel surface with picosecond laser technology, and the SEM images of the cross-grooved structure with magnifications of 200×, 1000×, and 50,000× are shown in Figure 5a. The optimal scanning pitch of the surface was 30 µm, and the surface CA reached 163$^\circ$ after three laser scans. The air layer formed on the surface was resistant to hard impacts and
scratches and could be immersed in NaCl solution for 30 days and still be hydrophobic. The surface was also superhydrophobic underwater, inhibiting bacterial growth.

Chemical etching is a method of inducing random roughness on a surface by immersing the target surface in a corrosive/reactive chemical mixture to produce surface roughness [73], and this treatment is commonly used for metal and glass surfaces. Research in chemical etching in recent years has focused on improving the chemical properties of the prepared surface and minimizing the impact on the substrate strength. Jie [58] utilized a combination of chemical etching and thermal treatment to construct microstructures on a Cu surface and infiltrated them in an ethanol solution of stearic acid particles for surface modification to obtain superhydrophobic structures. The SEM images of the etched and superhydrophobic surfaces are shown in Figure 5b. Zhang et al. [74] prepared superhydrophobic surfaces via droplet etching with hydrochloric acid and chemical modification with perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) at 80 °C. This method is able to maintain the integrity of the aluminum material well while creating a rough structure on the surface. The SEM images of the etched and superhydrophobic surfaces are shown in Figure 5c. The prepared surfaces (CA = 156°, SA = 5°) had good thermal stability as well as anti-corrosion, self-cleaning, and anti-fouling abilities.

**Figure 5.** Preparation effects of etching methods: (a) SEM images of a superhydrophobic surface with cross-groove structures [63]; (b) SEM images of brass with a superhydrophobic surface [58]; (c) SEM images of the original surface, the etched surface, and the superhydrophobic surface [74].

### 2.3. Summary

The advantages of the template method are that it can be used in large areas, the microstructures of different surface morphologies can be reproduced, and the operation is simple. However, the template method still has shortcomings, such as short service time, poor wear resistance, and susceptibility of the surface microstructure to damage. Of the spraying methods, the powder spraying technique is the most likely to replace liquid spraying and achieve mass production, but there are also problems of surface hydrophobicity and interface stability common to spraying methods. In addition, most of the particles used in the current spraying technology are colored particles, which make it difficult to spray onto glass surfaces with high transparency requirements. Chemical deposition and electrochemical deposition suffer from the environmental pollution of the chemicals used and the instability of the deposited interface. Most current chemical deposition techniques still require the deposition of low surface energy fluorides for modification. This leads to
waste of raw materials, increases the cost of deposition, and makes it difficult to achieve mass production. Electrochemical deposition techniques, although more efficient, are only applicable to conductive substrates. The etching methods do not need to consider interfacial stability, but they may reduce the strength of the substrate during the etching process. The laser etching method can accurately obtain the desired surface but has the defects of high cost and long cooling time. The chemical etching method is simple and controllable, but the environmental pollution problem is difficult to solve. A summary of superhydrophobic surface preparation methods is shown in Table 1.

**Table 1. Summary of preparation methods for superhydrophobic surfaces.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Substrates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Template method</td>
<td>Replicate rough microstructures on low-surface-energy template surfaces</td>
<td>Time-saving, low cost, good reproducibility</td>
<td>Hard to endure, poor abrasion resistance</td>
<td>Polymer, glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder spraying</td>
<td>Spray a solid coating on the surface of an easily corroded substrate</td>
<td>Wide application range, convenient and fast, easy to manipulate</td>
<td>Unstable interface, uneven coating surface, poor abrasion resistance</td>
<td>Glass, polymer, metal, wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrochemical deposition</td>
<td>External electric field; a redox reaction occurs in the plating layer and is formed on an electrode</td>
<td>Time-saving, low cost, mass production, easy to control</td>
<td>Environmental pollution, poor adhesion strength and abrasion resistance</td>
<td>Glass, polymer, metal, wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical deposition</td>
<td>A coating or film is formed by a reaction between the substrate and a solution or gas containing a metal element</td>
<td>Time-saving, good reproducibility</td>
<td>Environmental pollution, difficult to control, poor adhesion strength</td>
<td>Conductor (metal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser etching</td>
<td>Ablation on the surface by a laser to change the rough surface structure</td>
<td>Corrosion resistance, good stability, uniform surface</td>
<td>High cost, long processing time, difficult to widely use</td>
<td>Metal, glass, silicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical etching</td>
<td>Roughness caused by immersion of the target surface in chemical mixture or gas discharge produces roughness</td>
<td>Low cost, easy to control, corrosion resistance</td>
<td>Limited in application, air pollution, poor strength</td>
<td>Metal, glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the development of new materials and new technologies, superhydrophobic surface preparation methods have become more diverse and in-depth. The development of nanotechnology has meant that the spraying of solid particles is expected to replace liquid spraying methods; the development of biotechnology has led to the synthesis of many new biomaterials, which are expected to replace some toxic chemical reagents, realizing environmentally friendly superhydrophobic surfaces. The development of ultrafast laser technology can obtain more ideal surface parameters and greatly reduce the impact on substrate strength.

3. Antibacterial Coatings

3.1. Background and Mechanism

In recent years, medical infections caused by bacterial growth on the surface of biomedical materials have become one of the hidden dangers that seriously threaten people’s lives and health, and the construction of antimicrobial coatings on the surface of materials is an important strategy to avoid such problems. The design and construction of surface coatings with antimicrobial function [75] is of great practical significance for the functional realization and application of functional materials, especially biomedical materials. Antimicrobial coatings [23,76] are a class of coating materials that are modified by the surface of the material to give them the function of inhibiting the growth of surface bacteria or directly killing the germs without changing the performance of the material itself. The current antimicrobial coatings are mainly classified into contact-type antimicrobial coatings [77], anti–adhesive antimicrobial coatings [78], and intelligent antimicrobial coatings [79] according to their mechanism of action. Therefore, they can be divided into inorganic antimicrobial coatings, represented by silver nanoparticles (Ag/NPs) [80–82], and organic antimicrobial
coatings, represented by quaternary ammonium salts (QASs) [83–85]. In addition, certain organic coatings also use natural organic substances such as antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) and chitosan as antimicrobial agents [86,87]. The mechanisms of action of different antimicrobial agents are shown in Figure 6.

Contact-type antimicrobial coating [89] is the earliest type of antimicrobial coating studied. It works by immobilizing organic molecules with antimicrobial properties (such as QASs, AMPs, chitosan, etc.) directly onto the surface of the material. When bacteria come into contact with materials, surface antibacterial molecules use a chemical mechanism to kill the bacteria. Some inorganic antibacterial materials, such as Ag/NPs, gold nanoparticles (Au/NPs), and metal oxide nanoparticles (Au/NPs), are fixed on the surface of the material. Based on the chemical mechanism of metal ion dissolution, photocatalysis or photothermal effects, physical insertion destruction, and other physical mechanisms can also kill bacteria in contact with the material.

Anti-adhesive antimicrobial coatings can be divided into anti-adhesive antibacterial coatings and anti-adhesive bactericidal coatings [90]. Anti-adhesive antibacterial coatings are functional coatings constructed on the surface of materials that are simultaneously resistant to the adhesion of biomolecules such as bacteria, fungi, and proteins [79]. Antibacterial coating directly through the surface modification of materials changes the surface physico-chemical properties of the materials (such as roughness, hydrophobicity, charge, etc.) so as to inhibit the adhesion of germs. Anti-adhesive germicidal coatings prevent bacterial, fungal, and protein biomolecular adhesion and continuously release germicidal ingredients, with the antibacterial and germicidal dual function of the coating generally being loaded directly into the anti-adhesive coating of various materials through physical chelation or chemical bonding of the antimicrobial agent. The antimicrobial agent is retained in the pores of the coating or in the polymer layer by physical adsorption and is released slowly or responsively to exert antimicrobial effects [86,87].

Intelligent antimicrobial coatings [91,92] achieve controllable antimicrobial processes, maintain “biological inertia” when there is no bacterial contact, can “activate” bacteri-
cidal function and release antimicrobial agents in the early stages of bacterial adhesion, and can achieve controlled release of antimicrobial agents by regulating intermolecular interactions and intelligent responsiveness. Intelligent antibacterial coating can effectively avoid the environmental pollution and health hazards caused by the irregular loss of toxic components such as heavy metals and antibiotics. In addition, intelligent antimicrobial coatings can quickly remove the dead bacteria and debris on the surface after killing bacteria through the intelligent responsiveness of the coating molecules (temperature, pH, light, magnetism, etc.) to maintain the long-term antibacterial function of the coating.

3.2. Fabrication Methods

There are various commonly used options available to immobilize antimicrobial coatings on material surface, such as dip-, spray-, and spin-coating methods [93], layer-by-layer self-assembly [94], and surface grafting [95]; the different immobilization processes are shown in Figure 7. The dip, spray, and spin-coating methods are the simpler techniques used to prepare polymer coatings. Layer-by-layer self-assembly is the alternating adsorption and deposition of differently charged substances by electrostatic forces to form composite multilayer films. This simple, reproducible, and flexible method is based on the sequential adsorption of different macromolecular components that are attracted to one another by hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions, van der Waals forces, and electron exchange. Surface grafting is an effective method to modulate the surface properties of substrates by grafting various polymers with specific functions. Although surface grafting is more laborious than simple physical adsorption, it allows better control of the chemical modification of the surface. Moreover, the covalent attachment of polymer chains to the material surface avoids delamination between them and ensures the long-term stability of the introduced chains.

Figure 7. Different methods of attaching antibacterial coatings to material surfaces: (a) infiltrate, spray, and rotate [93]; (b) layer-by-layer self-assembly [94]; (c) surface grafting [95].
3.2.1. Contact-Type Antibacterial Coatings

The construction of contact-type antimicrobial coatings is mainly achieved through direct contact of bacteria and other microorganisms with biocides fixed on the surface of the material and killed. Such coatings mostly use physical adsorption or chemical bonding to immobilize organic or inorganic biocides with strong antimicrobial properties on the surface of biomedical materials, and bacteria are rapidly killed by direct contact with the coating. QASs are the most widely used class of organic bactericides [96–100]. Guo et al. [101] pretreated glass-fiber membranes with plasma bombardment and further used chemical grafting to anchor QAS molecules on the surface of the glass-fiber membranes, and found that the antibacterial effect on the surface of the glass-fiber membranes was obvious after modification with QASs [102,103]; the preparation process is shown in Figure 8a. Wan et al. [104] synthesized QAS copolymers that, due to their better water solubility, allowed easier access to bacteria and exhibited excellent antibacterial properties. In addition, antimicrobial peptides [105–107] and chitosan [108–110] are also well-studied organic antimicrobial agents. Yazici et al. [111] designed a chimeric antimicrobial peptide with a bifunctional special structure. The chimeric structure of the antimicrobial peptide easily adhered to the surface of commonly used titanium implant materials at one end, and the exposed peptide molecules at the other end were effective against invading bacteria, especially against *Streptococcus pyogenes*, *Staphylococcus epidermidis*, and *Escherichia coli*.

Compared to organic molecules, inorganic nanomaterials are easier to design as functional coatings with rich microstructures, dynamics, and activity release. Therefore, metal nanomaterials are also highly preferred antimicrobial agents [112,113]. Among them, Ag/NPs are the most studied class of inorganic antimicrobial agents, and their antimicrobial mechanism is mainly based on the direct contact between silver ions released by oxidation and reactive oxygen species generated by contact with bacterial cell walls to destroy cell integrity; moreover, silver can bind to bacterial intracellular proteins, interfering with their normal function and killing bacteria [114,115]. Jung et al. [116] used ultrasound to treat starch–Ag/NPs antibacterial composite particles that could be coated on paper, which were prepared in one step by using a mixture of starch and silver nitrate, and not only had good antibacterial activity but was also biodegradable. Wu et al. [117] prepared a polyethylene imine (PEI)–Ag/NPs fluorinated caged polyhedral oligomeric sesquioxane solution based on a post-finishing dip-coating technique by sequentially dipping cotton fibers into a PEI–Ag/NPs fluorinated caged polyhedral solution, which had both excellent antibacterial properties and self-healing function. Superhydrophobic and wash-resistant cotton fibers with excellent antibacterial properties and self-healing functions were prepared, and the material has good application prospects in the field of medical textiles.

The use of organic and inorganic biocides in combination is also an effective strategy to construct efficient contact-type antimicrobial coatings [118–124]. Wang et al. [125] alternated negatively charged inorganic TNS and a positively charged natural biological antimicrobial agent (LSZ) via an electrostatic assembly technique and assembled them into a novel multilayer structured antimicrobial film, which exhibited a high inhibition rate against *Micrococcus lysogenicus*. The fabrication of the film is illustrated in Figure 8b. Rai et al. [126] covalently immobilized cecropin-melittin on nanoparticle-modified slides, and the composite coating was non-cytotoxic and killed pathogens by inducing bacterial inner and outer membrane penetration in the short term. The bactericidal rate of this coating was still higher than 90% after several test cycles, and its bactericidal mechanism is shown in Figure 8c.
3.2.2. Anti-adhesion Antibacterial Coatings

Anti-adhesion and bacteriostatic coatings are generally constructed from superhydrophilic polymer brushes, hydrogels, or superhydrophobic functional surfaces, which can effectively prevent the non-specific adhesion of biomolecules such as proteins on the material surface [127] and inhibit the formation of bacterial biofilms, achieving antibacterial effects. Among them, superhydrophilic anti-pollution polymers such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) and its derivatives [128, 129], amphoteric polymers [130, 131], and poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) [132] have been studied the most. The main focus has been on the construction of antimicrobial coatings in two forms: polymer brushes and hydrogels.

Jo et al. [133] covalently grafted PEG on the surface of a silanized oxide layer, and the coating exhibited excellent anti-adhesive properties to proteins. Wang et al. [134] utilized argon plasma to induce PEG grafting on the surface of membranes and membrane pores to prepare separation membranes with anti-adhesive properties. Ding et al. [135] grafted PEG on the surface of a medical catheter with an active polydopamine coating, and the coating was affected by the superhydrophilic component of PEG, which effectively inhibited the adhesion of *Staphylococcus aureus* and inhibited the formation of bacterial biofilms. The preparation process and antimicrobial effect of the coating are shown in Figure 9a. Hydrogel coatings are a class of extremely hydrophilic materials with a three-dimensional crosslinked network structure, which can swell rapidly in water and maintain a large volume of water in this swollen state without dissolving, and their high water retention gives them excellent anti-adhesive and antibacterial properties [135–137]. Zhao et al. [138] created a hybrid poly (N-hydroxyethyl acrylamide) salicylic acid gel coating with anti-adhesive and antibacterial properties and a (polyHEAA)-salicylic acid gel coating with anti-adhesive inhibition ability. The hydrogel surface showed good anti-adhesive ability to both proteins and bacteria, and the anti-adhesive effect of this gel coating on proteins is shown in Figure 9b.
The anti-adhesion bactericidal coating performs both bacterial inhibition and bactericidal functions. The construction strategy is to incorporate bactericidal components into the anti-adhesive coating via encapsulation, adsorption, or chemical bonding so that the composite functional coating can not only inhibit the adhesion of proteins or other biomolecules and bacteria on the material surface, but also kill bacteria by immobilizing bactericidal substances in direct contact with bacteria or releasing antimicrobial agents [139] to achieve long-term antimicrobial protection. According to their bactericidal characteristics, anti-adhesive bactericidal coatings can be divided into anti-adhesive contact bactericidal coatings and anti-adhesive release bactericidal coatings. Voo et al. [140] synthesized a tri-block polycarbonate polymer anti-adhesive contact bactericidal coating using PEG, antimicrobial cationic polycarbonate, and maleimide-functionalized polycarbonate, and achieved a 99.4% kill rate against *Staphylococcus aureus*. Paris et al. [141,142] constructed a contact bactericidal coating with an excellent killing effect on drug-resistant bacteria by pre-modifying hyaluronic acid on the surface of the material and immobilizing *Streptococcus lactis* peptides coupled with hyaluronic acid on the surface, which also avoided the accumulation of dead cells and maintained long-lasting antimicrobial properties. Nyström et al. [143] deposited antimicrobial-peptide-loaded poly(ethyl acrylate-co-methacrylic acid) microgels on the surface of glass substrates, and this composite coating released antimicrobial peptides with good anti-adhesive and bactericidal activity against *Escherichia coli*. The schematic diagram of the confocal laser scanning microscope imaging of *Escherichia coli* adhesion is shown in Figure 9c. Sadrearhami et al. [144] first modified a glass substrate with dopamine surface functionalization and then grafted PEG on the glass substrate via addition reaction and subsequently solidified carbon monoxide precursors, resulting in an efficient antimicrobial coating with anti-adhesive and carbon monoxide [145] release capabilities.

Figure 9. Bactericidal and bacteriostatic effects of anti-adhesion coatings: (a) preparation process and antibacterial effect of coating [135]; (b) anti-adhesion effect on proteins [138]; (c) confocal laser scanning microscope imaging and diagram of *Escherichia coli* adhesion [143].
3.2.3. Intelligent Antibacterial Coatings

The development of intelligent antimicrobial coatings not only solves the problems of uncontrollable release of antimicrobial agents and residues of dead bacteria, but also greatly improves the validity of the functional antimicrobial coating [146,147]. The coatings can not only achieve excellent antibacterial purpose through the synergistic action of multiple antibacterial mechanisms, but also realize the controlled release of antimicrobial agents through physical and chemical intelligent stimulation responsiveness, reduce the pollution of antimicrobial agents to the environment, and remove dead bacteria in a timely manner to extend the antibacterial duration, making them the ideal antimicrobial coating materials at present.

The main mechanism of the coating is the physical triggering mechanism led by the temperature responsiveness. Figure 10a,b demonstrate the bactericidal mechanism of intelligent antimicrobial coatings based on temperature response. Yu et al. [148] first prepared an intelligent antibacterial coating based on a temperature-sensitive polymer and QAS. Above the low critical temperature, the molecular chain could promote the attachment of bacteria by dissolving and folding, and the QAS group was exposed to kill bacteria. Below the low critical temperature, the hydrophilic turnover of the molecular chain could quickly remove the dead bacteria attached to the surface of the material. Laloyaux et al. [149] prepared a temperature-responsive surface consisting of attached *Xenopus* antimicrobial peptides with grafted oligomeric (ethylene glycol) methacrylate. In response to external thermal stimulation, it could reversibly switch between antibacterial and bactericidal surface properties, being able to repel bacteria at physiological temperatures and kill bacteria at lower temperatures. At room temperature, the polymer chains on the surface stretched, effectively killing bacteria. Heating the polymer above 35 $^\circ$C collapsed it, and PEG effectively repelled both attached and unattached bacteria on the surface. When the temperature dropped, the kill function was activated again.

In addition, intelligent antibacterial coatings based on photosensitive reactions are also widely used. Figure 10c demonstrates the bactericidal mechanism of an intelligent antimicrobial coating based on light response. Kim et al. [150] constructed a novel smart antibacterial coating based on surface photothermal interaction by tightly linking catechol-conjugated PVP and polyaniline through electrostatic interactions. The coating absorbed broadband near-infrared light, triggered surface photothermal conversion, and increased the temperature dramatically, causing the thermal decomposition of bacteria and killing 99.9% of Gram-positive and -negative bacteria within 3 min. Compared with the physical trigger mechanism above, the smart antibacterial coating under the chemical trigger mechanism was more flexible. It is well known that the pH of the surrounding environment decreases significantly (pH = 6.5) during bacterial infection. Figure 10d describes the bactericidal mechanism of the intelligent antimicrobial coating based on pH response. Wei et al. [151] prepared a smart antimicrobial surface with silicon nanowire (SiNW) arrays modified with poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA). The ability of the SiNW–PMAA surface to bind lysozyme was very high when the pH was at acidic values; the adsorbed lysozyme was also removed by the SiNW–PMAA surface at pH = 7. The release of lysozyme molecules maintained the enzymatic activity and could be used as an antimicrobial agent to kill bacteria. After killing, dead bacteria and debris attached to the SiNW–PMAA surface could be removed by further increasing the pH to alkaline values, enabling simple surface switching by gradually changing the pH in the environment. Designing biological trigger mechanisms that are sensitive to biomolecules such as bacteria, fungi, and proteins in biological application environments will greatly improve the flexibility and specificity of smart antimicrobial coatings and is one of the important trends in the future development of smart antimicrobial coatings.
practical application, appropriate coatings and construction methods should be selected.

Figure 10. Bactericidal mechanisms of intelligent response antibacterial coatings: (a) based on temperature response [148]; (b) temperature change as the switch for antibacterial substances [149]; (c) based on NIR light response [150]; (d) based on pH response [151].

3.3. Summary

At present, antibacterial coatings are mainly divided into the above four categories according to their different antibacterial action mechanisms. Their action mechanisms, construction methods, and disadvantages are shown in Table 2. The contact-type antibacterial coatings are safe and efficient, but the physical mechanism of killing bacteria mostly requires certain excitation conditions and consumes energy. In addition, the biggest problem with contact-type antibacterial coatings is that dead bacteria easily accumulate on the surface of the material, affecting the continuous development of antibacterial properties of the coating. Compared with the contact-type bactericidal coatings, the introduction of an anti-adhesion property can not only prevent the formation of bacterial biofilm, but also prevent the adhesion of biological macromolecules such as proteins, extending the antibacterial effectiveness of the coating. The emergence of intelligent antibacterial coatings not only solves the problem caused by the accumulation of dead bacteria on the material surface in contact-type antibacterial coatings, but also effectively solves the problems of the poor antibacterial effect of anti-adhesion antibacterial coatings and the uncontrollable release of their bactericidal components. The advantages and disadvantages of different antibacterial coatings are distinct. In practical application, appropriate coatings and construction methods should be selected according to the needs of specific application occasions. For biomaterials used in vivo in implantation environments, antibacterial coatings are required not only to have high resistance to biofilm formation, but also to be non-toxic and have excellent biocompatibility. In addition, implantable biomaterials often require high-durability and -stability antimicrobial coatings due to their long service life.
Table 2. Comparison of four kinds of antibacterial coatings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact-type antibacterial coating</td>
<td>Directly killing bacteria or interfering with their normal reproduction by destroying the integrity of the cell membrane</td>
<td>Covalent bonding by chemical reaction, surface deposition</td>
<td>Antibacterial with high efficiency; some components may be toxic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-adhesion bacteriostatic coating</td>
<td>Inhibition of bacteria by enhancing physical and energy barriers prevents bacteria from adhering to material surfaces</td>
<td>Surface-initiated graft polymerization, crosslinking</td>
<td>Antibacterial with low efficiency; most components are non-toxic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-adhesion bactericidal coating</td>
<td>Anti-adhesion, both bacterial killing and inhibition</td>
<td>Surface-initiated graft polymerization, crosslinking, embedding</td>
<td>Antibacterial with high efficiency; some components may be toxic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent antibacterial coating</td>
<td>Environment responsive as a “switch” to release the antibacterial component for killing bacteria and eliminating their bodies</td>
<td>Surface-initiated graft polymerization, embedding</td>
<td>Antibacterial with high efficiency; most components are non-toxic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Applications

Biomedical materials are widely used and mainly divided into in vivo implanted medical materials and in vitro medical auxiliary materials, which can not only replace damaged organs and tissues, such as artificial heart valves, dentures, and blood vessels, but also improve and restore the functions of organs, such as contact lenses, pacemakers, etc. They can also be used for adjuvant therapy, such as vascular stents for interventional therapy, films for hemodialysis, drug carriers, controlled-release materials, etc. Studies have shown that with the emergence of drug-resistant bacteria, the iatrogenic infection rate of sutures, catheters, contact lenses, and other materials in clinical applications has been increasing in recent years [152], and the problems caused by iatrogenic infection are often more serious than the original disease [153]. For example, oral Streptococcus mutans is the leading cause of dental caries [154]; Staphylococcus aureus can cause osteomyelitis, peri-implantitis, and other infections [155]; Escherichia coli biofilms cause gastrointestinal infections [156]; Candida albicans cause mucosal lesions and skin lesions [157]; and various pathogenic bacteria can enter the blood and cause sepsis [158]. Constructing superhydrophobic or antibacterial coatings on the surface of biomedical materials is an effective way to solve this problem. In addition to their high antimicrobial properties, these coatings are often biologically inert, biocompatible, and self-cleaning [159].

4.1. Medical Implant Materials In Vivo

The use of implantable medical devices is an indispensable part of medical care. Due to the need for short-term or long-term existence in the body and frequent contact with the human body, the biological environment in the body is conducive to the colonization of microorganisms on the surface to form biofilms, leading to the infection of medical materials implanted in the body [160,161]. Due to the superhydrophobic surface of medical catheters, biological macromolecules such as proteins and platelets can easily adhere to the surface, thereby forming biofilms on the surface of catheters and causing related infections and thrombosis. Liu et al. [162] utilized poly(hexamethylene biguanide) hydrochloride–sodium stearate for surface coating to form an effective antibacterial coating, which could release bactericides to kill bacteria and prevent biofilm formation, especially since it had good killing performance against Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli. In addition to the prominent problem of iatrogenic infection of catheters [163], the related infection rate of human implanted medical materials such as joint prostheses, heart valves, and cardiovascular stents during surgery is as high as 3% [164], seriously threatening the life and health of patients [165,166]. Studies have found that such infection problems can be solved by constructing hyaluronic acid–lysozyme composite anti-adhesion bactericidal
coatings [167] and hydroxyapatite–zinc oxide synergistic contact antibacterial coatings [168] on biomedical alloys.

As an ophthalmic optical device implanted in the body or temporarily in contact with the body, contact lenses have become popular and are being used more and more widely. However, long-term wear can easily lead to clinical symptoms such as eye infections and dry eyes. The occurrence of these symptoms is related to the poor surface protein adhesion and antibacterial properties of contact lenses [169]. Direct deposition of Zn–CuO nanoparticles on the surface of contact lens materials results in a uniform and stable coating with excellent antibacterial properties [170]. It is also an effective method to directly coat poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) on the surface of the material and then immobilize the antimicrobial peptide by covalent coupling. The prepared contact lens modified with antimicrobial peptide on the surface not only had excellent optical indices, but also was non-irritating and non-toxic to the eyes, and had efficient anti-adhesion antibacterial properties and excellent biocompatibility [171]. With the increasing aging of society, the incidence of senile cataracts is also increasing, and lens replacement is a common procedure [172,173]. However, protein adhesion and bacterial infection on the surface of the intraocular lens not only seriously affect postoperative efficacy, but also easily lead to postoperative infection. Parra et al. [174] utilized quaternary ammonium salts and methacrylates containing benzothiazole groups as monomers to prepare intraocular lenses with a high refractive index and, subsequently, constructed a controllable-release fungicidal chlorhexidine on their surface. The antibacterial coating [175] greatly reduced the risk of postoperative infection. In addition, in the use of oral biomedical materials, the adhesion and growth of bacteria on the tooth interface is the main reason for the failure of dental composite restorations. Plaque biofilm inhibition and dental restoration have great potential with light-emitting diode (LED) light-cured Ag–ZnO antibacterial coatings [176].

For medical human implants, not only their antibacterial effects but also their biocompatibility should be considered. Superhydrophobic surfaces have antibacterial and biocompatible properties that make them suitable for biomedical implant applications. A superhydrophobic surface coating can prevent the rejection of biomedical implants in the human body. Supriadi et al. [177] developed a superhydrophobic material for dental implants using commercial stainless steel (17–4 PH), stearic acid, and chemical etching compounds (i.e., CuCl$_2$ and HCl). The experimental results confirmed that the implants were less sticky to food and bacteria. The currently used vascular stents and valves are all made of metal materials that directly contact the blood, and the most important choices are titanium and stainless steel. Superhydrophobic titanium was prepared by the anodizing method [178]. Various titanium structures were used together with fluorine coatings in valves and stents to reduce platelet adhesion and thrombosis. The application of superhydrophobic surfaces as medical devices in preventing blood adhesion is shown in Figure 11. Ohko et al. [179] prepared a self-cleaning silicone medical catheter by coating the surface of a tethered-liquid perfluorocarbon (TLP) catheter with titanium dioxide. Titanium-dioxide-coated silicone catheters exhibit significant antimicrobial properties, especially against gram-negative *Escherichia coli*. Although the hydrophobicity of the coated catheter remains to be further investigated, its bactericidal effect and self-sterilizing properties provide new insights into the preparation of blood-compatible superhydrophobic coatings on medical devices. Silane treatment has been shown to be a hydrophobicity-enhancing strategy that not only reduces the surface free energy, but also helps to improve the long-term stability of the coating [180].

Antibacterial coatings and superhydrophobic coatings are effective methods to prevent implant infection caused by bacterial colonization. Although there are many theoretical studies on the construction of antibacterial and superhydrophobic coatings on the surface of implanted medical materials, due to the complex in vivo environment the theoretical study of effective coatings is often difficult to translate to efficacy in practical applications. In addition, for medical materials implanted in vivo, due to direct contact with human
tissue and generally requiring long-term service, the biocompatibility, toxicity, durability, and stability of coatings are also issues to be considered [181].

![Coatings utilized as blood-repellent surfaces for medical devices](image)

**Figure 11.** Coatings utilized as blood-repellent surfaces for medical devices [178].

### 4.2. Medical Auxiliary Materials In Vitro

Although in vitro medical auxiliary materials do not exist in the body for a long time, their dosage is generally huge. If the antibacterial properties of such materials are not paid attention to, they are likely to cause a large area of iatrogenic infection [182]. Surgical site infection is a frequent complication after surgery, and the antimicrobial properties of surgical sutures are particularly important. The development strategy of antibacterial surgical threads is mostly to form an antibacterial coating on the surface of surgical sutures. Bains et al. [183] loaded an antibacterial agent (benzimidazole-type dicationic liquid) as an iron-chelating agent on the dressing gauze, which gave the dressing good antibacterial effect, and its bactericidal effect is shown in Figure 12a. The dressing gauze could not only deform the bacterial cell wall or directly cause the bacterial cell wall to rupture, killing the bacteria, but also had no cytotoxicity. Hydrogel dressings have received extensive attention due to their good flexibility, elasticity, water swelling, and extracellular-matrix-like structure [183,184]. Mixing inorganic antibacterial agents into polysaccharide hydrogels can prepare antibacterial gels with rapid self-healing ability and good biocompatibility, which have good application prospects in medical dressings [185–188]. Wang et al. [189] used ethylene oxide–polysylsine hydrogels to coat MnO$_2$ nanosheets and self-assembled insulin micelles to prepare a multifunctional product with excellent antibacterial ability, good hemostatic effect, and that could reduce inflammation and promote cell proliferation. Gel dressings play an important role in promoting skin wound-healing in diabetic patients, and Figure 12b describes their antibacterial and hemostatic effects. Dialysis is a common form of rescue for acute or chronic kidney failure, where drugs or other toxins have built up in the body. There are many kinds of dialysis membrane materials, and the surfaces of untreated dialysis membrane materials can easily cause non-specific adhesion of proteins and other biomolecules and bacteria, resulting in dialysis failure or iatrogenic infection.

Zinc oxide nanoparticles have unique broad-spectrum antibacterial activity [190] and can be used to treat bacterial infections during peritoneal dialysis in patients with end-stage renal failure [191]. When performing gastric and colonoscopy testing, endoscopes not only need anti-fog properties, but also require antibacterial properties to prevent unnecessary hospital-derived infections. In response to this problem, an anti-fog, anti-adhesion, and antibacterial multifunctional coating can be constructed using cationic copolymers and hydrophilic copolymers [192]. The description of the anti-fog and antibacterial properties...
of the coating is shown in Figure 12c. At present, new cases of coronary pneumonia are still raging around the world. Medical ventilators are currently the most powerful tool for adjuvant treatment of pneumonia. However, studies have found that iatrogenic infection of human endotracheal tubes is closely related to the formation of bacterial biofilms on the surface of ventilators. To solve this problem, the anti-adhesion and antibacterial coating of a QAS-modified glycosylated brush can be constructed on the surface of the ventilator [193]. Materials designed for the construction of body implants must be biocompatible, i.e., matching the mechanical properties of the replaced tissue and not acting as cytotoxic, mutagenic, or immunogenic. Due to their good biocompatibility and self-cleaning properties, superhydrophobic coatings are not only suitable for application in biomedical implants, but also attract wide attention in the field of in vitro medical auxiliary materials. Superhydrophobic films are often used in plasma separators [194], hemorrhagic dressings and bandages [195], etc. Li et al. [196] designed a hemostatic gauze using immobilized carbon nanofibers (CNFs). CNF coatings were prepared by mixing CNFs with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) powder or PDMS. The CNF–PTFE and CNF–PDMS composites were sprayed on cotton fabrics. These superhydrophobic surfaces were capable of withstanding large amounts of blood pressure, preventing blood loss. Furthermore, the superhydrophobic CNF-coated gauze exhibited lower bacterial adhesion, ascribed to its low surface energy and rough texture. These characteristics demonstrate the effectiveness of CNF as a hemostatic material.

![Figure 12. Effects of antibacterial coatings as in vitro medical aid materials: (a) time–killing curves of MRSA, Staphylococcus aureus, and Escherichia coli at compound concentrations of 120, 80, and 60 μg/mL, respectively [183]; (b) antibacterial performance and hemostatic ability of FEM hydrogel [189]; (c) description of antifogging and antibacterial properties of PPQA/PHG blended coatings [192].](image)

Superhydrophobic biosensors fabricated in combination with superhydrophobic surfaces are a next-generation method in terms of accuracy, stability, less analyte required, and high surface-to-volume ratio. They can detect biomarkers more accurately, which is helpful for the early diagnosis of cancer. Lei et al. [197] designed a superhydrophobic material biosensor using a platinum-modified carbon-fiber mesh and immobilized glucose oxidase on it. Glucose oxidase as a catalyst and platinum-modified carbon-fiber mesh as a
superhydrophobic surface played a significant role in promoting the detection, precision, and accuracy of the biosensor. Ninno et al. [198] fabricated a novel plasmonic biosensor that could detect specific protein biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease. This biosensor could detect ferritin in small blood samples using the plasmonic effect together with the superhydrophobic surface [199]. Xu et al. [200] described the detection mechanism of superhydrophobic biosensors for prostate cancer biomarkers. Their sensor had good detection ability for micro ribonucleic acid in small samples, and Figure 13 demonstrates the design steps of this sensor. Superhydrophobic coatings are also being applied in places with a higher chance of infection, such as examination rooms in hospitals, frequently used thermometers, stethoscopes, and devices that often come into contact with multiple patients. They can also be used as antimicrobial coatings for operating rooms, bathroom surfaces, physicians’ boots, surgical gloves, and mobility aids [201]. Superhydrophobic coatings are also used in personal protective equipment (PPE) kits, face shields, and masks to combat the COVID-19 pandemic [202,203]. For example, protective masks prepared with a superhydrophobic coating have good self-cleaning and anti-fogging ability and are completely harmless to the human body [204].

Medical auxiliary materials are the most commonly used consumables in clinical practice, and most of them are disposable products. However, most of the materials are in direct contact with wounds during use. If they are not properly treated with antibacterial agents, they will cause serious infections and threaten the lives of patients. Compared with medical materials implanted in the body, medical auxiliary materials involve a wide variety of materials and shapes. There are now many materials and procedures that can be used to create coatings with antimicrobial effects. The only limitations are large-scale production costs, biocompatibility, and environmentally friendly coatings. The goal of future commercial development and application is to create a universal surface coating that is efficient, antibacterial, self-cleaning, and biocompatible.

5. Discussion

At present, the preparation process of most superhydrophobic materials is faced with many difficulties, such as harsh preparation conditions, complex production processes, long process times, unstable hydrophobic effects, etc., which is the reason for the difficulty of their large-scale application and transformation [205–208]. The advantages of the template method are that it can be used in large areas, the microstructure of different surface morphologies can be reproduced, and the operation is simple. However, the template method also has great defects. The biggest problem is that the superhydrophobic surface produced by this method cannot be used for a long time. Of the coating methods, powder spraying technology is the most likely to replace liquid spraying and achieve mass production.

Figure 13. Design of ultra-wettable electrochemical microchips for biosensing [200].
Because this method can be applied to all templates, its operation is simple, convenient, and fast. However, there are also problems with surface hydrophobicity and interface stability common to coatings methods. Deposition methods include chemical deposition and electrochemical deposition [209,210]. Compared with other methods, especially the electrochemical deposition method have a faster surface preparation rate and can obtain a superhydrophobic surface in a short time. However, these two methods have the problems of environmental pollution and interface instability. Although the stability of the interface is not considered in the etching methods, the strength of the substrate may be reduced during the etching process. Laser etching can accurately obtain the desired surface, but it is expensive and takes a long time to cool down [211,212]. Chemical etching is simple and controllable, but the problem of environmental pollution is difficult to solve. Table 3 describes the relative comparison of different preparation methods for superhydrophobic surfaces in terms of economic investment, stability, and environmental pollution.

Table 3. Relative comparisons of different methods for fabricating superhydrophobic surfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Evaluation Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Template method</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder spraying</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrochemical deposition</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical deposition</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser etching</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical etching</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In view of the various problems existing in traditional coating and etching methods, self-healing superhydrophobic coatings [213–215] inspired by the self-healing function of plants have become a new research direction. The coating methods have the advantage of achieving durability and wear resistance, giving the coating the ability to repair low surface energy compounds or restore damaged rough topography, thereby saving the need for redeposition or etching after the coating is damaged. In addition to the difficulty of preparation, the medical application of superhydrophobic coatings also faces the challenge of biosafety that is to achieve superhydrophobicity while being harmless to the environment, safe to humans, and having good biocompatibility. The issue of coating reliability must also be a major concern, and it is essential to ensure that the material or coating has a sustained antibacterial effect. Although superhydrophobic materials can inhibit bacterial adhesion without causing tissue damage and bacterial drug resistance, they are still in the laboratory research stage in the medical field, and there is still a long way to go before their real clinical application.

It is effective to construct antibacterial coatings on the surface of biomedical materials via suitable surface modification methods [216–218]. At present, according to the function of antibacterial coatings, they are mainly divided into contact-type antibacterial coatings, anti-adhesion antibacterial/bactericidal coatings, and intelligent antibacterial coatings. Among them, intelligent antibacterial coatings can not only solve the problem of bacterial corpse adhesion and aggregation faced by contact-type antibacterial coatings, but can also achieve controlled release of bactericidal substances through physical and chemical excitation response mechanisms to avoid environmental hazards. Moreover, through the synergistic effect of different antibacterial methods, they can often achieve high antibacterial efficacy, which is important in the future development of antibacterial coatings. The classification of different antibacterial agents and their bactericidal mechanisms are shown in Figure 14. In practice, because of the long-term contact with human tissue, the performance of antibacterial coatings on the surface of biomedical materials implanted in the body is high. It must not only be highly effective, durable, and antibacterial, but also non-toxic and harmless, with excellent biocompatibility [219,220]. Due to the different types and quantities of medical auxiliary materials implanted in vivo and in vitro, the construction
of antibacterial coatings often needs to choose different methods for surface modification according to the different physical and chemical properties of the actual material surface, greatly increasing the difficulty of industrial mass production of antibacterial functional biomedical materials.

![Figure 14. Features and mechanisms of commonly used antimicrobial substances.](image)

**6. Outlook**

The preparation of superhydrophobic and antibacterial coatings on the surfaces of medical devices is an effective method to reduce hospital-acquired infections, and can effectively reduce medical costs and ensure the safety of patients’ lives. However, under the premise of ensuring that the coating has corresponding bacteriostatic and bactericidal effects, it is still difficult to realize the commercial application of superhydrophobic coatings and antibacterial coatings in the field of medical devices. Based on the literature review in this study, the future development directions of superhydrophobic coatings and antimicrobial coatings in the field of medical devices are as follows:

1. With the development of new materials and the emergence of new technologies, the preparation methods of superhydrophobic surfaces have become more diverse and in-depth. In light of the swift advancement of nanotechnology, the spraying of solid particles is expected to replace the liquid spraying method. The development of biotechnology has enabled the synthesis of many new biological materials, which are expected to replace some toxic chemical reagents, thereby realizing an environmentally friendly superhydrophobic surface. The emergence of these new technologies will further improve the biocompatibility of superhydrophobic coatings and expand the application of superhydrophobic surface coatings in the field of biomedical materials.

2. It is crucial to develop a durable and stable antibacterial coating with excellent broad-spectrum and high-efficiency antibacterial properties that is non-toxic and harmless, with no pollution, no drug resistance, and a universal surface antibacterial coating construction method. In the future, antibacterial coatings will inevitably further improve the antibacterial properties and functionality of biomedical materials, minimizing the risk of iatrogenic infection and reducing medical costs.
At present, the COVID-19 pandemic is still raging around the world. The development of superhydrophobic and antibacterial coatings is conducive to the development of reusable COVID-19 protective equipment and detection equipment, which will greatly reduce the cost of COVID-19 detection. For medical human implants, improving their biocompatibility under the premise of satisfying their long-term antibacterial properties is also the main development direction of superhydrophobic coatings and antibacterial coatings. In addition, for some medical devices that need to be worn outside the body for a long time, such as portable insulin pumps, because they need to inject drugs into the human body for a long time good antibacterial properties and biocompatibility are also required. The preparation of a superhydrophobic coating or antibacterial coating on the surface of the drug delivery needle is undoubtedly an effective solution.

Most applications of superhydrophobic coatings and antibacterial coatings in the field of medical devices are still in the laboratory stage, and it is difficult to achieve real large-scale applications. The main reason for this is that the preparation process is faced with harsh preparation conditions, a complex production process, long process time, and unstable effects. With the development of new materials and the emergence of new technologies, the preparation methods of superhydrophobic coatings and antibacterial coatings have become more diverse and in-depth, the surface effects prepared are more durable, and the mechanisms of action are more intelligent. It is becoming increasingly possible to realize the commercial application of superhydrophobic coatings and antibacterial coatings. In the future, superhydrophobic and antibacterial coatings will inevitably further improve the antibacterial properties and functionality of biomedical materials, minimizing the risk of iatrogenic infection, reducing medical costs, and benefiting society.
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